                                        Level B/Niveau B
Weekly exercise 
L90_1
 
Dans un premier temps, et sans considérer le texte, vous allez étudier les définitions suivantes afin d'en identifier le noyau et la nature grammaticale de ce noyau ou du mot attendu 
CF : verbe (V), sustantif (S), adjectif (Ad) ou autre (Au).
 
Vous allez ensuite écrire le mot du texte qui répond à cette définition
 
Donc écrivez 
1°) le mot noyau de la définition 
2°) sa nature grammaticale 
3°) le mot du texte qui correspond à la définition :
 
(Pour vous aider : 
 
Identifiez le noyau
·         Apprenez
Puis
·         Evaluez vos progrès)
 
Nature grammaticale d'un mot tiré d'un texte 
·         Apprenez
1.   Puis
·         Evaluez vos progrès
 
Adapted from VOANews "On Amazon’s List of Principles: Regulate Facial Recognition Tech", October 12, 2019  
Text


WASHINGTON - Amazon is endorsing the idea of government regulation of facial recognition technology, as part of a wide-ranging statement of its principles on a range of social and political issues.

The U.S. tech giant, which has come under scrutiny by antitrust enforcers and has been criticized over its use of facial recognition software, set out its positions in a statement posted late Thursday on its corporate website.

Some of those stances, such as its endorsement of a raise in the federal minimum wage, were previously disclosed by Amazon.

The statement also reiterated recent comments by Amazon founder and chief executive Jeff Bezos on efforts to battle climate change.

Facial recognition

On facial recognition, Amazon said it believes that “governments should act to regulate the use of this technology to ensure it’s used appropriately.”

The company noted that it offered its own set of guidelines for facial recognition that “protects individual civil rights and ensures that governments are transparent in their application of the technology.”

Thursday’s statement said governments “should work quickly to put in place a regulatory framework” for the technology, which has been used increasingly around the world amid criticism on privacy and civil liberties concerns.

Human rights, privacy

Amazon also said it supports diversity and rights of persons of any gender, race, ethnicity, age, religion and sexual orientation and “strongly” endorses immigrant rights and immigration reform.

The company said it will back U.S. federal privacy legislation “that requires transparency, access to personal information, ability to delete personal information, and that prohibits the sale of personal data without consent.”

Minimum wage, taxes

The federal minimum wage of $7.25 per hour in the U.S. “is too low and should be raised,” Amazon said, noting that it has promised to pay a minimum of $15 an hour and has encouraged others to follow suit.

Amazon, which critics say has paid little or no income taxes in recent years, said it endorses a review of the international tax system.

“Corporate tax codes in any country should incentivize investment in the economy and job creation,” the company said.

“In addition, tax codes, particularly between countries, should be coordinated to have neither loopholes that permit artificially lower tax rates nor overlaps that cause higher tax rates or redundant taxation, because these distort company behavior in ways that don’t benefit consumers or the economy.”

Definition 
1 to express or give approval or support of, esp. publicly 
Noyau de la definition
=
Nature du noyau de la définition ou du mot attendu
=
Mot du texte correspondant 
=
 
Definition 
2 identification of a person or thing  
Noyau de la definition
=
Nature du noyau de la définition ou du mot attendu
=
Mot du texte correspondant 
=
 
Definition 
3 relating to a united group;
united 
Noyau de la definition
=
Nature du noyau de la définition ou du mot attendu
=
Mot du texte correspondant 
=
 
Definition 
4 to make secure or safe
Noyau de la definition
=
Nature du noyau de la définition ou du mot attendu
=
Mot du texte correspondant 
=
 
Definition 
5 an organization that sells goods or services in order to make money 
Noyau de la definition
=
Nature du noyau de la définition ou du mot attendu
=
Mot du texte correspondant 
=
 
Definition 
6 someone's right to keep their personal matters and relationships secret 
Noyau de la definition
=
Nature du noyau de la définition ou du mot attendu
=
Mot du texte correspondant 
=
 
Definition 
7 to give support to someone or something with money or words: 
Noyau de la definition
=
Nature du noyau de la définition ou du mot attendu
=
Mot du texte correspondant 
=

Definition 
8 to officially refuse to allow something 
Noyau de la definition
=
Nature du noyau de la définition ou du mot attendu
=
Mot du texte correspondant 
=
 
Definition 
9 a small mistake in an agreement or law that gives someone the chance to avoid having to do something  
Noyau de la definition
=
Nature du noyau de la définition ou du mot attendu
=
Mot du texte correspondant 
=
 
Definition 
10 a person who buys goods or services for their own use 
Noyau de la definition
=
Nature du noyau de la définition
=
Mot du texte correspondant 
=

Voyez aussi : 
Definition exercises

Le groupe nominal

